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A Flâneur wanders the city without any specific aim, focusing on
the experience of the reality around them. In
the 19th century, Flâneurs represented a subculture which challenged social norms, contesting commodified urban mores.
A Flâneur – often seen as a mere hobo or tramp –
 immersed themselves in the urban landscape,
absorbing the local dimension, architecture, sounds, colours and residents met
by chance, exploring side streets and districts.
The aim was to have an
inherently subjective and intimate experience.
The creators of this performance wanted to try living like Flâneures of old in
the present day, a time when travel nas become
something easy and uniwersal,
our urban environments becoming tourist towns, visitors moving along preset paths, visiting only the places deemed “worthwhile”, their actions limited to collecting pictures and souvenirs. The artists involved wanted to experience something different and
re-visit the idea of an intimate relationship with
the metropolis.
In doing so, they have created an artistic record of their aimless wanderings around Sao
Paulo and Warsaw unconected
by any shared histories 
seeing as Eduardo Fukushima had never been to Warsaw and Michał Borczuch had not previously visited Sao
Paulo. 

Information
Flaneur Warsaw

Sound design: Miguel Caldas, Rodolphe Alexis 

Light design: Hideki Matsuka and Igor Sane 

Dramaturgy: Júlia Rocha 

Costumes: Beatriz Sano and Eduardo Fukushima  
Video, photography: Paula Ramos 

Production: Carolina Goulart 

Flaneur Sao Paulo 

Concept: Michał Borczuch, Krzysztof Zarzecki 

Video: Jacqueline Sobiszewski 

Editing: Wojciech Sobolewski 

Text: Tomasz Śpiewak 

Sound: Michał Borczuch 

Project financed by The Collaboration Fund 2017-2019 Rolex Protégés

Co-finansed by Nowy Teatr  

Supported by Instytut Adama Mickiewicza 
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Pinokio
Anna Smolar
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Krzysztof Warlikowski
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